PROTOCOL DECISION
for Dismantling a Cable Car (Funicular) across the Dniester River in Towns Rybnitsa and Rezina

May 24, 2013, Odessa

In the course of the Permanent Conference on Political Issues in the Framework of the Pridnestrovian Settlement Negotiation Process, the participants discussed issues connected with the situation of cable car (funicular) across the Dniester between the towns of Rybnitsa and Rezina:

Following the results of discussions, the following agreements were reached:

The Parties agreed to dismantle the cable car (funicular) across the River Dniester between towns Rybnitsa and Rezina, since this object, which was built in 1962 and has not been used for many years, is in emergency condition and poses serious danger for the local population;

The Parties address current Chairmanship of the OSCE with a request to assist in the search of financial and technological resources needed to carry out design work and preparation of estimates and dismantling activities of the specified funicular, primarily among participants of the Permanent Conference on Political Issues in the Framework of the Pridnestrovian Settlement Negotiation Process;

The Parties welcome dismantling of the cable car by efforts of a foreign contractor;

The Parties shall ensure necessary organization-technical assistance and accommodation of the planned activities at the level of competent experts and specialists of all relevant authorities and enterprises;

The Parties shall reconcile all dismantling activities with the Joint Control Commission.

For the Republic of Moldova
/signed/

For Pridnestrovie
/signed/

In the presence of:

/signed/                    /signed/
Russian Federation         Ukraine

OSCE
/signed/
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